SIX HUNDRED THREESCORE AND SIX

Perhaps the great success that christian sectas have had with the
conversion of the American Indian from their Ancient religion to one of
many_Divisíonsniogthe:ISIS concept, has been the story telling of who
is the Beast. of 666.
In the beginning of American, English, French, and Spanish history,
The Indian of the America's encounter with the Gospel had some frightening
afte1~effeets. In this first encounter, every Indian at the time knew
about the TIME EQUATION of 666. When the Men of the Cloth related some
of the crimes that would be committed by the person of 666, to the Indian
this mean't the Prophets and Medicine people of his tribe. Christian type
conversion became easy, because such crimes were a violation of not only
tribe law, but Clan law also.
To this day, Indians still believe, these crimes would be committed by
other tribal members if they permit traditional rituals as a way of life
again.
The Bible identifes this individual very precisely that is of course,
if you have some knowledge to the Ancient Tribal language of the White Man
Turn with me to theßible, book of Revelation, chapter 13, verse 2.
". . . . . . . . . . . .and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat,
and great authority . "
The key. werd here isz' DRAGON. Just what is meaning of the word
DRAGON? Its meaning comes from the Language of the whíteman,_,Q H I E F
Not the top or main Chièf,whích would be PENDRAGON, but a common Chief.
The Translators of the Bible did not make a mistake, because in the old
testament, it mentions Chiefs and Headmen of the. tribes of Isreal while the Jevrs had Másters or teachers who were adopted and
did not#know their' or tribe. Most. Indians today still know that Clan Mothers are the
only ones that can elect a Chief or in this case, a DRAGON.

